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For sixty years the Jewish Ministers Cantors' Assn.
of America and Canada has stood resolutely in the vanguard
for the perpetuation and enrichment of traditional
liturgical and Cantorial music in the new world. The music
contained in this album reflects 60 years of creativeness,
the very loveliest of Jewish liturgical chants. The compositions
and solo selections are inspirational, moving, nominating
and exciting in scope and beautifully rendered by our
ensemble of the most glorious voices of 230 Cantors,
each one a star in his own right.

Making possible this recording of the magnificent Music
Festival Celebration of our 60th Anniversary which was
presented on December 5th, 1960 in the Madison Square
Garden, has involved great sacrifices on the part of the
leadership, committees and members of our Association
and is the result of countless hours of planning, study and
rehearsing.

It is our hope that this recording will be a great
contribution to the enrichment of the cultural life of the
American Jew and that it will bring religious ecstasy and
spiritual elevation to those who hear it. Since the source of
all Jewish music stems from the Synagogue, it is the litur-
gical music which is chanted in the House of God, that
will give you, the listener, endless satisfaction and inner
peace.

We were unable to get the complete program on this
record, however we will follow up with another record in
the near future with the rest of the soloists who performed
at the concert.

Second Record to follow
The Sixtieth Anniversary
of the
JEWISH MINISTERS CANTORS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA AND CANADA
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1. YISM’CHU - Ensemble - Z. Zilberts
2. HASHEMO RABU TZOROI - Ensemble - W. Bogzester
   Cantor David Kusevitzky, Soloist
3. ROCHEL M’VAKOH AL BONEHO - D. Roitman
   Cantor Jacob Barkin (Pittsburgh) soloist
4. MIR HOBEN GEOBIT A LAND
   Oscar Julius, conductor
   Ensemble
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1. SHIR HAMAALOS - Ensemble

2. HASHEM Z’CHORONU - Ensemble - D. Novakovsky
   Cantor Arthur Koret, soloist (Hartford)

3. HEYEL IM PIFIYOS - Ensemble (Excerpts)
   Z. Zilberts
   Cantor Avrum Dubow, soloist
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